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I. INTRODUCTION

Cores do not always count correctly [11]. As semiconduc-
tor fabrication scales to smaller technology nodes, electrical
defects are becoming more common due to the reduced gate
size and the increased transistor density [4], [17], [18]. These
defects result in mercurial cores—a set of CPU cores with
malfunctioning instructions. Typically, a mercurial core does
not crash immediately after failing a specific instruction,
but produces a wrong computation result, which results in
a variety of mis-behaviors including mis-computation, lock
semantics violation, and data corruption [8]. Recently, major
data center operators found that a very small subset of CPUs
in their data centers have mercurial cores [8], [11].

Mercurial cores are risky, as they break the fundamental
“fail-stop” assumption that software developers have been
accustomed to for decades—a CPU either works correctly, or
does not boot at all. Data center applications are built based
on this assumption, and do not take CPU mis-behaviors like
mis-computation into consideration. As a result, mercurial
cores may lead to unpredictable failures.

Localizing mercurial cores is important; unfortunately,
detecting these cores is hard due to two challenges. First,
because electrical defects develop over time at different
locations inside a circuit [13], any CPU core may become
mercurial at anytime with any mis-behaviors and different
mercurial cores may mis-behave in different ways. As a
consequence, a test suite designed to detect mercurial cores
must 1) be complex enough to cover enough logic inside the
CPU, 2) be deployed in all CPUs in a data center, and 3)
be executed periodically to detect newly developed defects.
However, mercurial cores are rare; for most of the time,
executing the test suite may only waste computing resources
without finding any defects.

Second, the malfunctioned instruction of a mercurial core
may only malfunction under certain conditions. For example,
a defect caused by increased wire delay (e.g., due to elec-
tromigration) may be non-deterministic and only triggered
under a certain voltage, frequency, and temperature [11], [14].
A core that is apparently not mercurial when the CPU is
mostly idle may become mercurial when the CPU is running
in production. As a result, a more meaningful mercurial
core detection should ideally be conducted at runtime in
production, e.g., before executing critical code sections.

Previous work on this field does not fully address these
challenges. These works can be classified into two categories:
fuzzing-based techniques and scan-based techniques.

Fuzzing-based techniques, such as Google’s SiliFuzz [16],
use a fuzzer to generate a comprehensive test suite and deploy
it at scale in a data center. With SiliFuzz, Google managed
to find “multiple” (undisclosed number) mercurial cores in
their production clusters, demonstrating the effectiveness
of fuzzing-based techniques. Unfortunately, fuzzing-based
techniques rely on enormous tests to detect defects effectively
(e.g., SiliFuzz generates around 500,000 tests). Thus, these
tests are not suitable to be run frequently at runtime.

Scan-based techniques, such as ACE [7] and Intel In-Field
Scan (IFS) [1], leverage a software-accessible scan-chain to
detect electrical defects. With a scan-chain, developers can
feed carefully-constructed test patterns into each flip-flop
inside a circuit, execute the circuit for a few cycles, and
read back the updated values from individual flip-flops; by
comparing the read-back values against the desired ones,
developers can accurately identify malfunctioned flip-flops
and gates. Unfortunately, scan-based techniques are unlikely
to cover complex defects that only occur under certain voltage,
temperature, system noise, and workload [6], [15].

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose
Defecticon, a system for efficient mercurial core detection at
runtime. Unlike previous work which uses the same test suite
for all CPUs in a data center, Defecticon customizes test
cases for individual cores based on their own characteristics.
Besides, Defecticon provides an API for developers to embed
these test cases into their applications, enabling mercurial
core detection at runtime.

In the rest of this paper, we discuss the key insights (§II)
and design details (§III) of Defecticon.

II. KEY INSIGHTS

We design Defecticon based on two insights:
First, while different mercurial cores may have different

mis-behaviors, each core tends to mis-behave in a consistent
way. This allows us to tailor the test case for each core guided
by the characteristics of their defects; by only deploying
specialized test cases, the execution time of mercurial core
detection can be significantly reduced, enabling frequent
testing at runtime.



Second, while some defects may be non-deterministic, they
are more likely to be triggered under a lower voltage [9],
[10]. By performing scan-based tests with an intentionally
reduced, abnormally low voltage, we can obtain a set of
flip-flops and gates that are more likely to fail first; we can
then use this information to synthesize test cases customized
for each core.

III. DESIGN OF DEFECTICON

The workflow of Defecticon comprises of two phases: a
potential defect discovery phase (§III-A)—which identifies
flip-flops/gates that are more prone to becoming defective
than others—and a defect lifting phase (§III-B)—which
generates instruction sequences that induce software-visible
errors if the discovered potential defects are really defective.

A. Potential Defect Discovery

In the potential defect discovery phase, Defecticon per-
forms a series of scan-based tests under decreasing voltages.
Like traditional scan-based testing, Defecticon’s scan testing
has three steps: scan-in (feeding carefully-constructed test
patterns into each flip-flop), testing (executing the core), and
scan-out (reading back values in each flip-flop).

Defecticon uses a normal voltage (i.e., a voltage within the
CPU’s normal operation range) for scan-in and scan-out, and
uses an intentionally reduced, abnormal voltage for testing.
Defecticon repeats the test for multiple rounds and reduces
the testing voltage in each round until it finds a number of
failing flip-flops and gates. Defecticon marks these failing
flip-flops and gates as potential defects.

Notably, scan-chains are commonly used in CPUs for
testing purpose; thus, the test patterns fed into the circuit and
tools to determine the locations of failing flip-flops and gates
are already available. Furthermore, as recent and future Intel
processors provide software interfaces for voltage control [2],
[12] and scan-based testing [1], it becomes feasible to conduct
scan-based tests in field with a reduced voltage.

B. Defect Lifting

In the defect lifting phase, Defecticon performs RTL-
level analysis on the CPU design that contains the potential
defects discovered in §III-A. Defecticon targets generating
an instruction sequence for the core that produces different
output states (e.g., values in registers and cache) when a
defect is triggered versus when it is not triggered.

For each potential defect, Defecticon instruments the
circuit with a new data path from the potential defects to the
output, simulating the scenario when the defect is triggered.
Considering the following code snippet as an example:
1 always @(posedge clk) o <= (x & y) | z;

In the code snippet, x, y, and z are the inputs and o is the
output. Assuming the &-operation of x and y is potentially
defective, Defecticon instruments the code snippet with the
following lines of code:

1 always @(posedge clk) o_def[0] <= 0 | z;
2 always @(posedge clk) o_def[1] <= 1 | z;
3 always @(posedge clk) o_def[2] <= ˜(x & y) | z;

These lines of code simulate the three types of failures
when the potential defect is actually triggered—the computa-
tion result of x&y sticks at 0, sticks at 1, or is flipped. The
new outputs o_def[0], o_def[1], and o_def[2] are
generated, representing the output value when the defect is
triggered under different failure models.

For each generated output simulating the result of a defect
(e.g., o_def[0]), Defecticon uses symbolic execution [5],
[19] to search for an instruction sequence that leads to a
difference between that generated output and the original
one (e.g., o). A symbolic execution engine treats the input of
a circuit as symbolic, mathematical value and executes the
circuit mathematically. During symbolic execution, the value
of each register/wire will be computed as a mathematical
expression. When a constraint is applied to some values, the
engine can generate a concrete example (i.e., with a specific
value instead of an expression) of the input values that satisfy
the constraint.

For the above code snippet, Defecticon applies the con-
straint o_def[0] ̸= o for Line 1, o_def[1] ̸= o for Line
2, and o_def[2] ̸= o for Line 3. After symbolic execution,
Defecticon will find out that the values of z must be 0 to
satisfy the constraints for all lines; for Line 1, both x and y
must be 1; for Line 2, at least one of x and y must be 0;
for Line 3, the value of x and y does not matter. On a real
CPU core, Defecticon uses a similar method to obtain a set
of constraints on the input instruction sequences; it invokes
the constraint solver to generate an example sequence of
instructions satisfying these constraints.

However, modern implementations of CPU cores can be
complex; as a consequence, the symbolic execution engine
may not be able to find a desired instruction sequence
due to state space explosion [3], a common problem in
symbolic execution. Defecticon uses heuristics to shepherd
the symbolic execution engine towards a desired state; for
example, it may ask the symbolic execution engine to only
explore a new state if it results in more registers being
influenced by the defect at each cycle. Similarly, Defecticon
may also use heuristics to bound the search space; for
example, it may assume the instruction sequence contains a
fixed number of instructions.

For a specific CPU core, we assume the number of potential
defects is small (e.g., a single digit number), such that the
generated instruction sequence is lightweight enough to be
invoked before and after executing each critical section in
an existing application. As a result, developers can have the
confidence that the CPU core is working properly during the
critical section. Defecticon provides the utilities and APIs to
generate the proper assertions and invoke core-specific test
cases at application runtime.
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